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Abstract

A study of computer engineering tool integration using the Portable Common Tool Environment (PCTE) Public Interface Standard is presented. Over a 10-week time frame, three existing software products were encapsulated to work in the Emeraude environment, an implementation of the PCTE version 1.5 standard. The software products used were a computer-aided software engineering (CASE) design tool, a software reuse tool, and a computer architecture design and analysis tool. The tool set was then demonstrated to work in a coordinated design process in the Emeraude environment. This paper describes the project and the features of PCTE used, summarizes experience with the use of Emeraude environment over the project time frame, and addresses several related areas for future research.

Introduction

Background

With the rapid development of digital processing technology, NASA programs have become increasingly dependent on the capabilities of complex computer systems. Current flight control research, which advocates active controls (ref. 1) and fully integrated guidance and control systems (ref. 2), relies heavily on digital processing technology. These advanced guidance and control systems, designed to optimize aircraft performance, will demand high-throughput, fault-tolerant computing systems. Additionally, safety concerns will dictate that future generations of commercial aircraft have hardware and software systems with extremely low failure rates such that catastrophic failures are extremely improbable, that is, such failures are “not expected to occur within the total life span of the whole fleet of the model (ref. 3).” The functional performance, reliability, and safety of these systems are of great importance to NASA; thus, a component of the research within the NASA Aeronautics Controls and Guidance Program is directed toward the development of design, assessment, and validation methodologies for flight-critical systems (ref. 4). An important aspect of this work is developing the engineering tools that support cost-effective certification of future flight systems.

The state of the art of this technology was a primary issue of discussion at a workshop on digital systems technology held at Langley Research Center. The consensus of this representative sample of the U.S. aerospace industry was that there is a “lack of effective design and validation methods with support tools to enable engineering of highly integrated, flight-critical digital systems (ref. 5).” Design methods are generally fragmented and do not support integrated performance, reliability, and safety analysis. There is a growing recognition that such integrated studies will require an integrated design and evaluation environment. A primary purpose of such an environment is to achieve a level of integration of the diverse support tools used in the system development. Ideally, the environment is “open,” as distinguished from “proprietary,” in which case the integration of foreign tools is difficult at best.

The integration function of a computer-aided software engineering (CASE) environment can be split into three areas: data, control, and presentation integration (ref. 6). In addition to these areas, a fourth area, which deals with process integration, is emerging as a critical functionality that can also be provided by the environment (ref. 7). Data integration can be achieved by exchanging data between tools directly or by storing the data in a shared project directory. A central repository for project information facilitates configuration management and tends to define project information structures that are independent of the specific tools used to manipulate this information. Control integration allows tools to coordinate their activities to maintain consistency between the information managed by each tool. A well-known example is the UNIX `makefile` system, which ensures that an executable program is generated from the latest versions of the source code and the “include” files. The purpose of presentation integration is to provide a uniform user interface to the services provided in the environment. Process integration deals with supporting the dynamics of software development by defining, managing, and certifying the set of activities across the software life cycle.

Generally, the two approaches used to achieve tool integration are tool collections and an integrated project support environment (IPSE). The tool collection approach represents the state of practice.
Here, the emphasis is on the tools themselves. This approach acknowledges a variety of tools on the market with a variety of mechanisms for working together and identifies the lowest common denominator of services for tools and support-specific end-user activities. The services provided and activities supported are typically no more than what is provided by the operating system.

An IPSE provides a common infrastructure into which tools can be embedded. The reference model for an IPSE is the "toaster" model shown in figure 1 (ref. 7). This model defines a set of services within a framework. The message-server network allows communication between different tools and services in the environment. Typically, this service builds on or extends the communications services provided by the underlying operating system. The user interface is typically provided by one of the emerging window management standards such as Motif (ref. 8). Task management, data repository, and data integration services are provided by the IPSE. By fitting into the "slots" of the toaster model, the tools are integrated and can work together efficiently.

The largest roadblock to integration is a lack of widely accepted standards. Vendors have invested time and money into their own integration techniques and move slowly to discard or revamp their investment for standards that are not yet widely accepted. The result is a host of integration "standards," very few of which are compatible with each other. An overview of major standardization efforts can be found in reference 9. Of the tool-oriented standards, a recent standard from the Object Management Group (OMG) has emerged with implementations by Sun Microsystems, Inc. and Hewlett-Packard Co. (ref. 10). Of the IPSE standards, the Common Ada Programming Support Environment (APSE) Interface Set (CAIS) (ref. 11) and the Portable Common Tool Environment (PCTE) (ref. 12) are two standards that address the whole IPSE reference model. The PCTE is a European Computer Manufacturers Association (ECMA) standard tool-building framework that is gaining widespread support both in Europe and the United States.

Objectives
A primary research thrust of the Systems Architecture Branch at Langley Research Center is to develop the computer-aided technology for safety-critical software and high-performance architecture systems for advanced aircraft avionics. This work is motivated by the belief that computer automation techniques are eminently possible through focused research on application-specific domains and that these automation methods will result in significant gains in productivity, quality, and safety. To support this research, a project was initiated to evaluate an open environment software infrastructure as the framework for this design technology. This paper describes the use of the PCTE version 1.5 Public Interface Standard as implemented by Emeraude, a
French company. This project emphasized the Object Management Services (OMS), by far the most significant feature of PCTE, and the tool encapsulation facilities of the Emeraude environment.

The long-range goal of this work is to define the role and requirements of an open framework for developing highly integrated, flight-critical computer systems. Frameworks are vaguely defined but generally refer to environments for the communication and integration of tools in a process (ref. 13). Accommodating the entire design process is a recent emphasis of these environments, as opposed to the previous emphasis on the tools themselves, which were often tools with proprietary interfaces. To better understand the role that an open environment can play in a tool integration context, a study was conducted in which three existing software products were encapsulated and used in a coordinated design process. These tools had not previously been used in a coordinated manner. Two of these products, CSDL CASE (ref. 14), a computer-aided software engineering design tool from the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc., and InquisiX (ref. 15), a software reuse tool from Software Productivity Solutions, Inc., are alpha-release versions. The third tool, ADAS (ref. 16), an architecture design and analysis tool, is a commercial-off-the-shelf tool. The objectives of the study were to

1. Demonstrate through a simple but realistic example the value of an open environment in facilitating a coordinated design process; because members of the project team did not have previous experience with the Emeraude environment, a small demonstration project was the fastest way to confront open environment issues in the tool integration context

2. Demonstrate the encapsulation and integration of existing software tools through a shared, common infrastructure; although productivity and reliability advantages exist for building new tools in an open environment framework, many existing tools serve useful functions and are not likely to be replaced in the foreseeable future

3. Identify areas for further research in the open environments that are needed to support the development of automated design technology

Project Description

Demonstration Context

To meet the objectives outlined for this study, part of the study reported in reference 17 was reproduced and automated. That study examined the performance of various architectures for large-grain data flow parallelism. The architectures studied involved an array of processors interconnected to a scheduler and a work load generator. A typical architecture is shown in figure 2. The performance of an architecture was tested using a data flow graph depicting the major software processing elements and the order of execution as determined by the data flow between processing elements. Previously, the data flow graph was converted by hand into a textual representation that was read by the SpawnProcess component shown in figure 2. The hand generation of different data flow work loads was one of the most burdensome tasks in the original study. Although CASE tools were available to generate these data flow diagrams, the outputs of the tools were not compatible with the inputs to the simulation tool used in the performance analysis. An objective of the project, then, was to investigate the direct use of the output of an existing CASE tool used by software designers as input to the simulation tool used by the architecture designers. Essentially, the architecture studies would have the benefit of using real software work loads, although for this study, the actual work loads defined in reference 17 were used.

![Figure 2. Macro data flow scheduler (8 processors).](image-url)
performance of proposed architectures, ideally the workloads would be classified and stored in a reuse library. The application of the InQuisiX-reuse library tool would further demonstrate the capabilities of the open environment for integrating engineering tools. After the workload information was cataloged by the Reuse Librarian, the InQuisiX tool could be used by the Architecture Designer to browse the data base and select the workload with the desired attributes to use with the ADAS tool.

Tool Set

The CASE tool used for generating the data flow diagrams was developed by the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc. (CSDL) under contract to Langley Research Center. This tool is oriented toward the aerospace controls engineer and can generate Ada code and documentation directly from engineering block diagrams of the control algorithms. Figure 4 shows a block diagram for a yaw-damper algorithm consisting of first-order lags (FOLAG), washout filters (WOUT), switches (SWITCH), and limiters (lim), which can all be retrieved from a library. As originally developed, the CSDL CASE output consists of the automatically generated Ada code and supporting documentation. The engineering diagrams are stored in internal libraries and are not available for other engineering tools. One of the first tasks was to specify a generic data flow representation and to task CSDL to produce this format from the internal representation within the CSDL CASE tool. When this task was accomplished, the data flow diagrams could be used with other engineering tools.

The availability of InQuisiX, developed by Software Productivity Solutions, Inc. under Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) contracts, offered another dimension for study within the scope of this project. InQuisiX can define a taxonomy for a set of objects and store and retrieve objects according to this classification scheme. Many of the features of the classification scheme of InQuisiX are available as part of the object management facilities of PCTE. However, InQuisiX does provide a user interface to search the object base for those objects that match user-specified criteria. A comparable searching facility was not available in the Emeraude implementation of PCTE, so InQuisiX was selected for the study to provide this capability. In discussions of the role of InQuisiX for this project, it was generally felt that the development of InQuisiX would have been greatly simplified if access to the common services provided by PCTE were available.

ADAS is a discrete-event simulation tool marketed by CADRE Technologies, Inc. This tool allows the user to graphically define a system model, run a discrete-event simulation of the system, and view the simulation as it progresses. Additionally, ADAS also provides tables of the results that can be further analyzed. This tool has proven to be effective...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>YAWDAMP</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Yaw Coupling</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>NON-ITERATIVE TRANSFORM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Flow Diagram</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 4. CSDL CASE engineering block diagram.

for measuring the performance of proposed parallel architectures for aerospace applications (ref. 17).

**Project Implementation Using PCTE**

**PCTE Services**

Figure 5 illustrates the following major services offered by the Emeraude implementation of PCTE version 1.5:

1. The most significant aspect of PCTE is the **Object Base**, which is the common repository of all data in PCTE. The Object Base is a typed, persistent store.

2. The **Metabase** is that portion of the Object Base devoted to describing the contents of the remainder of the Object Base. In practice, the Metabase is a collection of objects that describes the data types of the objects in the Object Base.

3. The primary operations for accessing the Object Base are provided by the PCTE **Object Management System** (OMS). The OMS provides tools that can create, examine, and alter objects in the Object Base.

4. The **Execution/Communication** services include support for distribution of the Object Base and for interprocess communication.

5. The **Metabase Services** are operations that use the OMS to examine and update the Metabase. Examples include operations to create new types and to determine the type of an object.

6. **Version Management Services** are available for all objects in the base.

7. **Data Query Management Services** allow programs to formulate searches of the Object Base.

Not all the services listed above were used in this project. The Execution/Communication services were largely irrelevant because the evaluation copy of the Emeraude environment obtained for this project was limited to a single network node. The Data Query Management facilities currently lack an interactive interface in the Emeraude environment, thus appear to be relatively inaccessible. Version Management, although critical to long-term projects, would not have been fully exercised during this relatively short project. On the other hand, the most novel and pervasive new capability offered by typical open environments is an Object Base. The PCTE Object Base and OMS were used extensively. For this application, Metabase services were employed to extend the Metabase, which added new data type descriptions in accordance with data manipulation by the project tool set.
Tool Classes

From the viewpoint of PCTE, two important classes of tools are presented, as illustrated in figure 6.

Native: Native tools are those designed and implemented with specific PCTE support. Such tools will ideally distribute inputs and outputs across many OMS objects, attributes, and relations in an effort to anticipate the information requirements of other tools that may later be added to the environment. To native tools, the OMS represents an elaborate storage system supporting interobject relations.

Foreign: Foreign tools are those designed for use in another environment such as UNIX. Such tools expect inputs and outputs to appear in simple files.

Foreign tools (such as UNIX tools) can be imported into the Emeraude environment by a process of encapsulation. The encapsulated tool still receives inputs and outputs from “files,” but many of these files are now objects of type file (or some subtype of file) in the Object Base. The OMS allows the environment to record information about these files as attributes and relations without examining the internal file structure. The file objects themselves are treated as black boxes by the Emeraude environment.

Emeraude provides two mechanisms for encapsulation. The first is to recompile the tool, substituting the Emeraude I/O library for the “conventional” UNIX I/O library. This substitution provides a set of I/O operations with signatures that are identical to the file-handling primitives of UNIX, but that actually open, close, read, or write objects of type file in the PCTE Object Base. The second mechanism, which is useful for tools that receive their file names via their command line invocation, is to wrap a simple Emeraude shell script around the tool invocation. Within that script, the command line parameters are processed by a special Emeraude command to convert the logical paths to file objects into the actual UNIX path names where the Object Base has located the particular file objects. Path names can then be read and/or written using the normal UNIX primitives.

The tool set used for this study consisted of foreign tools. Because the source code was not available for these tools, the second encapsulation method was employed in this project. However, the CSDL CASE tool, as previously mentioned, was modified by the CSDL to use internal information. This information represented the data flow object. Although the encapsulation method was used with this tool, it had some of the characteristics of a native tool.

The OMS Type System

As noted earlier, all objects in the PCTE Object Base are typed. The type determines

1. Attributes that describe the object
2. Relations (links) the object may have with other objects

3. Whether the object has contents (i.e., can we open and/or close it and apply read and/or write operations to it?)

An attribute is a named value associated with an object. Attributes can be strings or numbers. A relation is a bidirectional link between two objects. Each direction has a different name. Both attributes and relations can be viewed as "properties" of the object. When that property is itself another object, it is a relation. When the property is a simple string and/or integer value lacking a separately addressable identity, it is an attribute.

Types are related by inheritance, which means that if Sub is a subtype of Super, then all attributes and/or relations of Super are also available for objects of type Sub.

The Emeraude environment comes with a number of predefined types. These types define OMS analogs of the following familiar concepts:

dir a "container" of files and other directories; more precisely, an object that serves as the head of a number of links to directories and files

file an object that has "contents" and can be written to and/or read from; has attributes: owner and modification date, among others

object_code a subtype of file, intended to hold only object code

c_source a subtype of file; to the usual file attributes and relations adds links to "include" files and other C language-specific information

object the "root" of all types

Figure 7 shows the inheritance relations that relate the predefined types. The inheritance hierarchy is important to determine the properties offered by objects of any given type. For example, any object has a name attribute; therefore, a file has a name as well. A file has contents; therefore, so does any c_source object. On the other hand, c_source objects have attributes and relations that are specific to c_source code and would not be applicable to general files.
Because each object is typed, the environment and the tools running in that environment are aware of what attributes and relations are available for any given object. The environment can prevent the use of inappropriate attributes and relations with an object. Less obviously, the type system allows control of the visibility of objects, attributes, and relations. Each user has a working schema. The working schema is a list of object, attribute, and relationship types available to the user. Attempts to access an object, attribute, or relation whose type is not in the working schema will fail, just as if that object, attribute, or relation did not exist. Individual users and groups can be given or denied access to sets of types, thus given or denied access to objects of those types.

### Type Schemas

Types are grouped into Schema Definition Sets (SDS). A type may appear in the SDS's. As new tools are brought into the environment, new kinds of input/output data employed by those tools must be described to the environment. An environmental description is accomplished by defining a new schema containing the data types needed by the new tool.

As an example of this design process, consider the problem faced in this project of integrating the CSDL CASE and ADAS tools. This scenario called for software designs (data flow diagrams) from CSDL CASE to be combined with machine-characteristic information to produce a workload script to drive an ADAS simulation.

This problem suggests an initial list of new types: a data flow diagram, machine characteristics, and a workload script.

On closer examination, it was determined that CSDL CASE can represent data flow diagrams as directed graphs or as a text script, suggesting two more types: `dfd_graph` and `dfd_script`.

The first step in defining these types was to organize them into an inheritance hierarchy, as shown in figure 8.

Objects of type `dfd_script` and `dfd_graph` are produced as files by CSDL CASE; they have contents (i.e., we must be able to read and write them), so it makes sense that they should be treated as subtypes of `file`. Similar arguments hold for `machine_char` and `workload_script`.

The notion of a data flow diagram (`dfd`) as a possible combination of graph and script is an organizational idea (for example, analogous to a directory). As such, this flow diagram has no contents of its own so it cannot be a file.

After the inheritance hierarchy has been set, relations are added among the types. Relations serve both to add information about the objects and especially to enforce certain constraints:

1. For every workload script, there can be only one data flow diagram and one machine-characteristics file.

2. The same data flow diagram can be used to produce many different work loads (e.g., by varying the machine characteristics and/or number of concurrent tasks).

3. The same machine characteristics can be used to produce many different work loads (e.g., by varying the software data flow and/or number of concurrent tasks).
4. For any data flow diagram, there can be at most one CSDL CASE graph and at most one CSDL CASE script.

The first three constraints can be seen in the schema shown in figure 9. In this figure, the boxes denote types, and the triangles and diamonds denote relations that may link objects of the indicated type. A diamond is used when a name is assigned to each direction of the relation, and a triangle is used when a name is given to only one of the two directions. Thus, for example, from any work load object, one can follow a .script link to find the corresponding work load script, and from a work load script object one can follow a .script_for link back to its work load.

![Figure 9. Work load schema definition set.](image)

Links that end in a single arrowhead denote a many-to-one link. Links ending in a double arrowhead denote a many-to-many link. Thus it is apparent from figure 9 that a given work load has a single data flow diagram (via the .flow link); however, each data flow diagram can contribute to many work loads (by way of the .flow_for link). When both directions of a relation are many to one, the combination is equivalent to a one-to-one relationship. Thus, the relation between work loads and work load scripts is one to one.

The fourth restriction is captured in the schema shown in figure 10, which also illustrates an early decision that the environment might contain many different tools capable of building and manipulating data flow diagrams such as both the CSDL CASE and ADAS tools.

The final step in developing schemas for describing tool interactions is to "decorate" the object types with attributes to help describe the objects and to make internal information available to other tools.

Some of the attributes we employed for work load and dfd objects were

- **name**—an identifier inherited from the root type
- **object**
- **topology**—a name describing the general shape of a data flow graph
- **num_tasks**—the number of duplicate tasks, each a complete instance of the software data flow diagram
- **width, max_path_length, ...**—various attributes describing the shape and properties of the dfd graph

Note that information such as the dfd and machine characteristics used with each work load is already available, but as relations, not attributes.

By following relationship links and examining the attributes of the objects encountered, a variety of searches and retrievals can be performed. Emeraude has query and searching primitives (the Data Query Management Services), but these primitives are provided as a library of C routines. No interactive tool except a basic OMS browser is currently provided.

InQuisiX, which was used for this purpose, is a reuse librarian tool that describes library units in terms of attributes and permits interactive searches for units that satisfy various constraints on those attributes. Many attributes defined for work loads were chosen to illustrate the processes of registering a work load in a reuse library and of permitting later searches and retrievals of those work loads. In such a situation, we would anticipate that some, but not all, of the useful information about the work load would be assigned by the tools that created the work load. This assignment by the tools is true of (1) the name, (2) the links to data flow diagram, work load script, and machine-characteristics files, and (3) the number of concurrent tasks. Other attributes, primarily those concerned with documentation, would be filled in by the reuse librarian when the object is cataloged for general use.

Thus, in this case, it was necessary for PCTE attribute values to be sent to the InQuisiX library, and for any changes to object attributes made by the InQuisiX librarian to be reflected later as PCTE attributes.

**Summary of Experience With Emeraude**

**PCTE Version 1.5**

The project was undertaken over a 10-week period from June 1, 1992 to August 7, 1992. This period was chosen to correspond with the summer on-site performance period of the JOint VEntures (JOVE) program funded by Marshall Space Flight
Center, which sponsored one project member. The project, which was successfully completed within the allotted time, consisted of four major tasks:

1. Education (2 weeks): This task included installing and studying the capabilities of the Emeraude environment. Additionally, the target tool set was unfamiliar to the project team; therefore, part of this time was devoted to studying the capabilities of the two alpha-release tools and the commercial tool.

2. Demonstration definition (3 weeks): During this time the functions to be demonstrated (software reuse, CASE, and architecture performance evaluation) were refined, and the demonstration process was defined. These refinements involved evaluating the data integration possibilities of the target tool set. The need for a CASE tool modification was recognized, and the specific modification was defined. This modification was implemented in a very short time by the developers of the CASE tool at the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc.

3. Implementation (3 weeks): The PCTE object types, relations, and schemas were developed with the tool encapsulation scripts and filters.

4. Evaluation (2 weeks): During the last 2 weeks, the coordinated design process, as represented in figure 3, was demonstrated. The project was also documented during this time.

The fact that this project was completed within the 10-week period indicates the relative ease with which foreign tools could be encapsulated in the Emeraude implementation of PCTE. The facility of this effort was partly due to the orientation of the environment toward UNIX and the project team's knowledge of UNIX.

The current PCTE standard only supports large-grain data modeling at the object level. The internal structure of objects is treated as a black box by PCTE; thus, tools designed for manipulation of the contents of the objects must agree on format outside the modeling capabilities of PCTE. Nevertheless, the ability to model objects at the large-grain level and to define the relationships between them was valuable. The development of an explicit object data model clarified the role of each tool in the project's engineering development process and the relationships between the tools. This model also enforced consistency and precision in the use of the information defined and manipulated by the tools. Although PCTE does not support the encapsulation of object types with behavior, it was not limiting for this particular project.

Additionally, the availability of an external ASCII format for the internal contents of the data flow diagrams and the work load scripts allowed some fine-grain data manipulation through the development of simple filter programs that translated between formats. Most of this project was developed using the facilities of the Emeraude Shell Programming
Language and Makefile facility. Programs in C were written only for the fine-grain data filtering.

Because the three tools used in this project were developed by three different vendors with different window systems and approaches to user-interface management, each tool presented a distinct interface to its services. The availability of an open environment with infrastructure support for defining a user interface would contribute greatly toward providing a consistent "look and feel" for each tool.

One major advantage of the PCTE Object Management System is support for transaction control. The user could define the beginning of an activity, manipulate a set of objects, then abort the activity and roll the system back to the original state. This facility eased the tasks of learning PCTE and correcting the software developed for the project because the Object Base could always be returned to a consistent state. In fact, part of the demonstration was performed as a transaction activity, then rolled back to return the system to the same starting state for subsequent demonstrations.

Research Issues

The study also considered several areas of future research, which include object management support with programming language interfaces, development environments for concurrent systems, and process modeling.

Object Base Technology

The object-oriented data base (OODB) is a relatively new class of data storage that has not yet matured to the same degree as more conventional data base forms. Open issues affecting both the features and performance of OODB’s include: type evolution, scale and granularity, inheritance of behavior, and efficiency. Many of these issues are discussed in references 18 and 19. The development of appropriate type systems for persistent object management in particular is complicated by the need to map persistent object types into types that can be processed by a variety of conventional programming languages; that is, the purpose is to achieve an interoperable type system. Most prior efforts to achieve interoperability have been directed at overcoming differences in machine and/or language representation of “equivalent” data structures. Approaches have included

1. Imposing a single data model: An example is the widespread adoption of the IEEE standard for floating-point number representation. By encouraging all vendors to comply with this model, interoperability of this data form is achieved. Unfortunately, by its nature this approach can only be achieved for a finite number of data structures.

2. Imposing a unifying data model: Data description languages such as the Interface Description Language (IDL) provide a uniform model for construction of new compound data structures from a small set of primitives (ref. 20).

The combination of single data models for primitives (for example, numbers and characters) and a unified model for construction of compound structures is an important step toward achieving interoperability. There is another level, however, at which it is often more convenient to consider the issue: the level of the data abstraction implemented by a particular representation. Representation-level schemes provide only minimal assurance that a given data structure will be manipulated in an acceptable manner by users from distinct environments. In other words, the data are transferred, but the enforcement of the abstraction captured by that data is left to the good will and capabilities of the programmers in each environment.

Programming Language Interfaces to Persistent Data

Conventional data base languages have long been criticized for a lack of programming power and expressiveness as well as being far behind the state of the art in incorporating software engineering concepts into language design. On the other hand, traditional programming languages offer no support for persistence beyond the idea of a "file.” For this reason, interest has been growing in “persistent programming” languages that merge the expressiveness of modern programming languages with support for persistent object stores (ref. 21).

Most persistent programming languages organize persistent data into special “bulk” data types such as sets or relations (refs. 22 and 23). A smaller number of these languages have attempted to merge persistence support directly into a traditional language with little or no visible change to the language (ref. 24). Curiously, this minimally intrusive approach has seldom been employed with languages that offer rich support for data abstraction. An exception is Zeil’s ALEPH project which adds persistence to Ada (ref. 25 and work done for Langley under NASA grant NAG1-439 and National Science Foundation grant CCR-8902918 at Old Dominion University Department of Computer Science). The ALEPH language preprocessor currently under development can serve as a vehicle for experimentation
and distribution of these protocols by providing a simple interface to persistence and garbage collection for Ada programmers.

**Environments for Concurrent Systems**

Concurrent software design differs from sequential software design in several significant respects. A major difference between techniques involves the coordination between processes. In a concurrent system, processes must communicate, and the semantics of such interprocess communication can easily be utilized incorrectly by the implementation. The results are concurrency anomalies such as deadlock or corruption of shared data. The construction of concurrent system design tools requires a model of concurrent systems that lends itself to concurrent system design and exploitation of that model in a specification language that captures the model properties. Early work on models of concurrent systems emphasized avoidance of system execution anomalies (for example, deadlock) and guaranteed the correctness of shared-data access. Recent work focuses more on efficient forms of concurrency that can be derived by redefining correctness properties and allowing for varied and more complex interleaving of shared data operations. Early work focused on enforcing correctness criteria at the process level rather than the individual operation level; recent work emphasizes individual operations.

One model, the general process model (GPM), provides a framework for the consideration of both system syntax (that is, the arbitrary forms of data objects and accesses) and semantics (that is, the meaning and effect of individual data objects and manipulations). This model is the basis for the development of environments for designing and analyzing concurrent systems. (For example, see ref. 26.)

**Process Modeling and Management**

The validation and verification of mission-critical computer systems must encompass not only the artifacts produced (for example, specifications, code, and designs) but also the process used to develop those artifacts. Process modeling refers to the definition of the set of activities that comprises the development process and the interrelationship of these activities. Process management refers to the use of a process model in controlling, measuring, and certifying the dynamics of development. The importance of process modeling for the development of complex computer systems has been recognized for some time (ref. 27), but interest in this area has increased rapidly over the past few years (refs. 7 and 28).

An open environment can play a significant role in the management, enforcement, and documentation of the development process. Because a process model controls the set of activities that makes up the engineering development, this process is best embedded in a unified development environment in which all access to development resources can be monitored, recorded, and controlled.

**Conclusions**

The development and operation of complex computer systems will require computer-aided support throughout the system life cycle. The proliferation of computer-aided software engineering systems in the past decade is a testimony to the widespread need for automation technologies to support computer system development. Although the specific set of technologies, tools, and methodologies varies with application and state of practice, it is possible to identify an underlying infrastructure that provides the basic set of services necessary to support a unified system development environment. An environment such as the Portable Common Tool Environment (PCTE) provides this underlying set of services.

This study investigated the role that an open environment could play in the development of mission-critical computer systems. A conceptual design scenario for the performance evaluation of parallel computer architectures that involved three diverse software tools was proposed. The tools were integrated using the emerging PCTE standard, and the design scenario was successfully demonstrated.

The study demonstrated the feasibility of integrating a set of independently developed tools into a design environment and suggests that the current state of open environment standards, as represented by PCTE version 1.5, is sufficiently mature to warrant consideration in future implementations. This study also suggested future tool development should be undertaken within an open environment context and that existing tools should be migrated into that environment. This strategy would provide many opportunities for the integration of existing and proposed capabilities into a unified and manageable development process.
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**ABSTRACT** (Maximum 200 words)

A study of computer engineering tool integration using the Portable Common Tool Environment (PCTE) Public Interface Standard is presented. Over a 10-week time frame, three existing software products were encapsulated to work in the Emeraude environment, an implementation of the PCTE version 1.5 standard. The software products used were a computer-aided software engineering (CASE) design tool, a software reuse tool, and a computer architecture design and analysis tool. The tool set was then demonstrated to work in a coordinated design process in the Emeraude environment. This paper describes the project and the features of PCTE used, summarizes experience with the use of Emeraude environment over the project time frame, and addresses several related areas for future research.
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